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Fellowship (koinonia)—That which is common or shared 
 
Acts 2:42 (NKJV) “And they continued steadfastly in the apostles' doctrine and fellowship, in the breaking of bread, and in 
prayers.” 
 
Luke 5:10a (NKJV) “and so also were James and John, the sons of Zebedee, who were partners with Simon.”  
 
Acts 2:44-45 (NKJV) “ 44 Now all who believed were together, and had all things in common, 45 and sold their possessions and 
goods, and divided them among all, as anyone had need.” 
 
Koinonia involves partnership in a common life (Christ’s life), a common purpose (the glory of God), a common love (to love the 
Lord our God with all of our heart, soul, and mind, and love our neighbors as ourselves), and a common mission (make disciples 
of all people groups). This partnership includes a sharing of friendship, truth, encouragement, and even material possessions 
when there is a need. Biblical fellowship at its essence is not an activity; it is a relationship. We are to be rooted in fellowship. 
 
I.       The Foundation for Gospel Fellowship (5:24-25) 
 

A. Reckon on Your Crucifixion With Christ (v. 24) 
 

Romans 6:11 (NKJV) “Likewise you also, reckon yourselves to be dead indeed to sin, but alive to God in Christ Jesus 
our Lord.” 

 
B. Walk in the Spirit (v. 25) 

 
II.      The Failure of Gospel Fellowship (v. 26) 
 

“So both the superiority complex and the inferiority complex are, at root, born of insecurity and inferiority. They are just two 
different out-workings of our desire to gain glory for ourselves, to feel worthwhile as people. Verse 26 is essentially saying: 
Do not let your hunger for honor make you either despise or envy people.”                                                        — Tim Keller 

 
III.     The Functioning of Gospel Fellowship (6:1-6) 
 

A. Pick up the Fallen (v. 1) 
 

1 Corinthians 10:12 (NKJV) “Therefore let him who thinks he stands take heed lest he fall.” 
 

B. Hold up the Burdened (vv. 2-5) 
 

Psalms 55:22 (NKJV) “Cast your burden on the Lord, and He shall sustain you; He shall never permit the righteous to 
be moved.” 
 
John 15:5b (NKJV) “…for without Me you can do nothing.” 
 
2 Corinthians 10:12 (NKJV) “For we dare not class ourselves or compare ourselves with those who commend 
themselves. But they, measuring themselves by themselves, and comparing themselves among themselves, are not 
wise.” 

 
         C.   Build up One Another (v. 6) 
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   There are all kinds of people in the church. There are different personality types, different spiritual gifts, 

different economic and cultural backgrounds, different painful experiences in our past, and different kinds 

of upbringing. All of these factors and more make us very unique individuals. Add to those differences 

the fact that we were all born with a sin nature (called the “old man” or “old self” in Scripture and the 

“adamic nature” by many theologians). This sin nature is totally self centered and bends us toward 

rebellion against God’s ways and refusing to submit to God’s will. In summary, the sin nature is the 

desire to be our own god. When a person is converted to Christ, that old man (sin nature) is crucified with 

Christ (Romans 6:6; Galatians 2:20). However, the programming of the old man – the habit patterns we 

developed to get our needs met, to cope with painful circumstances and to get our way are still there. This 

programming of the old man is called the “flesh”. The Christian can choose to walk in the Spirit or he can 

choose to walk according to the flesh which he does not have to do (Galatians 5:16-17).  

   When the members of the church are walking in the Spirit and not fulfilling the desires of the flesh, 

there is the potential for the church to be like a little colony of Heaven here on earth where we live 

together in fellowship until we get to heaven. Let’s make sure we understand what fellowship means. The 

Greek word that is translated “fellowship” in Scripture is koinonia. The basic definition is “that which is 

common or shared”. The New English Bible translates koinonia as “sharing a common life”. The first use 

of the word in the New Testament is in Acts 2:42 (NKJV) “And they continued steadfastly in the 

apostles' doctrine and fellowship, in the breaking of bread, and in prayers.” Biblical fellowship also 

involves partnership. Luke 5:10a (NKJV) “and so also were James and John, the sons of Zebedee, who 

were partners with Simon.” The word translated “partners” is from the same root as Koinonia. Another 

emphasis of Koinonia is sharing together. It is sometimes communicated with the word “communion”. 

Communion refers to communicating intimately or sharing with one another on a close, personal, and 

spiritual level. It may be the sharing of the Word for the purpose of encouraging another believer. 

Sometimes the sharing is physical things to meet the needs of a brother or sister in Christ. We see that 

aspect of fellowship in Acts 2:44-45 (NKJV) “
44 

Now all who believed were together, and had all things 

in common [same root as “fellowship”], 
45 

and sold their possessions and goods, and divided them among 

all, as anyone had need.” 

   Let me summarize biblical fellowship this way. Koinonia involves partnership in a common life 

(Christ’s life), a common purpose (the glory of God), a common love (to love the Lord our God with all 

of our heart, soul, and mind, and to love our neighbors as ourselves), and a common mission (make 

disciples of all people groups). Biblical fellowship at its essence is not an activity; it is a relationship. 

   Talking about “sharing a common life” sounds so wonderful, but let’s go back to what I shared at the 

beginning of the message. In the local church, we have different personality types, the different spiritual 

gifts and the different programming from the old sin natures, and there is the fact that attached to the 

church are people who have been deceived and are not truly born again. They are not a part of the church 

from God’s perspective, but we don’t always know who the tares are among the wheat. In the church, in 

addition to those who are deceived and not really Christians at all, there are Christians who are primarily 

walking after the flesh. These are basically Christians acting like non-Christians. In addition to the 

deceived who are not Christians at all, those walking after the flesh, there are those who as a pattern of 

life are walking in the Spirit, filled with and controlled by the Holy Spirit. Let’s step back and look at this. 

Is there any wonder that there is so much conflict and disagreement in the church? Someone described the 

dilemma in an often quoted little verse: 

To live above with those we love, 

That will be glory! 

But to live below with those we know,  



Now that’s a different story! 

   How do we deal with this conflict in the local church? First we need to recognize that don’t have the 

option of just not going to church. We are commanded by God to not forsake the assembling of ourselves 

together with other believers (Hebrews 10:25). Second, there is no solution in leaving one church where 

there is conflict and going to another church. There will be the same conflicts there with just different 

bodies attached to the conflict. The solution lies with those who are walking in the Spirit – called here in 

Galatians 6:1 “you who are spiritual”. When the Holy Spirit fills a life, the fruit of the Spirit is love. That 

love is patient and kind and forgiving and is willing to confront in love. When the word is being preached 

from the pulpit and being taught and worked in through the small groups, growth happens and conviction 

comes on those who were deceived about their salvation and they come to Christ. Those walking after the 

flesh repent and allow the Spirit to fill them and empower them to walk in victory over the old 

programming – the flesh. As the church gets serious about fulfilling the Great Commission to go into all 

the world and make disciples, believers mature, and new babies are brought into the church and the 

process continues. With maturity we begin to appreciate the different personalities, spiritual gifts and 

backgrounds, but there will always be conflicts that have to be dealt with – always!   The key to dealing 

with conflict is to be rooted in Gospel fellowship. Let’s dive into this text and see what it looks like in a 

Gospel fellowship rooted church filled with people who are all struggling with sin and the flesh. 

 

I.       The Foundation for Gospel Fellowship (5:24-25) 

A.   Reckon on Your Crucifixion with Christ (V24) 

   The grammar indicates that the flesh has been crucified. The old man who created and programmed the 

flesh – the patterns of self empowered living that basically leaves God out – has been crucified as we have 

already seen. The flesh however is still operating in the life of the believer. Our battle against this old 

programming is won when we reckon on the truth of the crucifixion of the old man. To reckon is to count 

something as true because God says that it is true. Romans 6:11 (NKJV) “Likewise you also, reckon 

yourselves to be dead indeed to sin, but alive to God in Christ Jesus our Lord.” Allow me to paraphrase 

that verse. “Count by faith that because you are in Christ, the old you has been crucified with Christ and 

the one that the flesh had power over is dead. You are now alive to God because you are in Christ.”  

B.   Walk in the Spirit (V25) 

   This short verse is power packed. The word for “walk” is a different word than the one used back in 

verse 16. It literally says “keep in step with the Holy Spirit”. In other words “don’t run ahead of the Spirit 

and don’t lag behind by delaying your obedience to the Spirit.” We are to trust Him to guide us by the 

Word of God and trust Him to give us the enabling to obey His directions. We don’t tell the Holy Spirit 

what to do as we carry out our plans. He is not our servant. That was a hard lesson for me to learn when I 

first understood the truth of the Holy Spirit dwelling in me. The New English Bible translates verse 25, 

“If the Spirit is the source of our life, let the Spirit also direct our course.” To keep in step means to follow 

orders. His orders will always be in accord with and directly from our reading, hearing and meditating on 

the Scripture that He inspired. 

   The foundation of Gospel fellowship is walking in the Spirit, walking in step with the Holy Spirit. 

 

II.      The Failure of Gospel Fellowship (V26) 

   This verse gives us a picture of what disrupts true fellowship in a church. The church is made up of 

people struggling with sin, and when a person or many persons are not walking in the Spirit, it will 

typically be for one of these reasons. 

   The word “conceited” means to be desirous of glory. Actually conceit and feelings of inferiority have 

the same root. They are both manifestations of a self focus. Both conceit and feelings of inferiority focus 

on how others make you feel. Fellowship is a focus on others. The word translated “provoking” means to 

challenge someone in a contest. It is translated “challenging one another” in the NASB. Envying is 

wanting something that rightfully belongs to someone else, or at least just not wanting the other person to 

have it. Actually provoking and envying are just different forms of conceit. Tim Keller gives great insight 



on this verse. “So both the superiority complex and the inferiority complex are, at root, born of insecurity 

and inferiority. They are just two different out-workings of our desire to gain glory for ourselves, to feel 

worthwhile as people. Verse 26 is essentially saying: Do not let your hunger for honor make you either 

despise or envy people.” [Tim Keller, Galatians for You, page 161]. To summarize, the barrier to Gospel 

fellowship is a self focus which always has its roots in walking after the flesh! When the Holy Spirit fills 

our lives, we are neither conceited nor feel that we are inferior. Walking in step with the Holy Spirit 

makes us bold and yet humble.  

 

III.     The Functioning of Gospel Fellowship (6:1-6) 

   In these verses we see a picture of what true Gospel fellowship looks like in action.  

A.   Pick up The Fallen (V1) 

   Notice that it tells us to pick him up, not kick him! Let’s unpack this verse so that we can be certain to 

get all that the Lord has for us in it. The word translated “overtaken” means to be overwhelmed or caught 

in a sin. It is translated “caught in” in most translations, but I think “overtaken in” is a better translation. 

The translation “caught in” implies that he was sinning in secret and he was caught. That may be true in 

some cases, but the emphasis is that he is ambushed by a sin; there is the element of surprise. I remember 

counseling with a young man who had a moral failure, and he told me, “No one was more surprised than I 

was that this happened”. The word for sin, “trespass” has the idea of stumbling or falling. The specific 

situation mentioned here is one who has not committed the sin with premeditation, but has let his guard 

down, has ignored some fences he set up because he thought he could handle the temptation. He definitely 

was not walking in step with the Spirit. Notice that it is “any trespass”. This tends to be applied only to 

moral (sexual) sin. It certainly does apply to that, but it could be a Father who has become so consumed 

with job or hobby that he is neglecting his family. It may be someone that been dismissed from a job for 

cutting a legal corner or doing something illegal. It may be ______ ; you fill in the blank.  

   What is the qualification of the one who lifts up this fallen brother or sister? He or she must be 

“spiritual”. This word has nothing to do with training in counseling. Every Christian is either spiritual or 

fleshly (carnal). Those that are spiritual are those who are walking in step with the Holy Spirit (5:25) even 

if they are a new Christian. 

   Let’s examine that word “restore”. It was a Greek word used of mending or returning the usefulness of 

something. It was used of mending a fishing net or setting a broken bone. When a member of the church 

is overtaken in a sin and hasn’t dealt with it God’s prescribed way (confession and repentance), they are 

like a broken arm or leg in the body – the body of Christ. To set a bone is painful, but it is so necessary 

for the proper functioning of the body. In other words, not everyone is going to say. “Thank you so very 

much about confronting me with my trespass! You are so kind and loving”. They may lash out and turn 

on you, but they are a part of the body and their sin has broken fellowship and they must be restored. 

   Notice the attitude that the church member who is walking in step with the Spirit has as he lifts up this 

fallen one. There is a spirit of gentleness and an awareness that apart from the Spirit’s power and 

protection, he also could fall. The word gentleness means humility. The person restoring feels no sense of 

superiority because he is aware of the truth of 1 Corinthians 10:12 (NKJV) “Therefore let him who 

thinks he stands take heed lest he fall.” Sometimes this same truth is communicated by the phrase, “But 

for the grace of God, there go I”.   

   This restoration should be constantly ongoing in the church. We must be persistent with it. Some who 

have fallen don’t want to be restored (at least on the surface). One of my dead heroes, Howard Hendricks 

shared the story of a man who strayed from the Lord but was finally restored by a friend who really loved 

him. When there was finally repentance and restoration, Dr. Hendricks asked the restored man how it felt 

to be away from the Lord. The man said that it seemed like he was out to sea, in deep water and deep 

trouble, and all of his friends on the shore were hurling biblical accusations toward him about justice, 

penalty and wrong. He said, “But there was one Christian brother who actually swam out to get me and 

would not let me go. I fought him, but he pushed aside my fighting, grasped me, put a life jacket around 



me, and took me to shore. By the grace of God, he was the reason I was restored. He would not let me 

go.” [Told in Paul Chappell, Galatians, No Turning Back, Page 205] 

B.   Hold up the Burdened (V2-5) 

   True Gospel fellowship doesn’t end with getting a brother or sister back on their feet. The word “bear” 

in verse 2 is a present tense which indicates continuing action. “Bear” has the sense of bearing with 

endurance. The word translated “burdens” in verse 2 refers to heavy loads that are difficult or even 

impossible to carry alone. It may be the burden of a single mother trying to raise a difficult child by 

herself, a person who has just lost their job, a person struggling with a long term addiction or a family 

member who is prodigal – away from the Lord. It may be a couple whose marriage is falling apart and 

they feel helpless to stop it. Look around you. Everywhere there are people with heavy burdens. It is God 

Himself that we are told to cast our burdens and cares on. Psalms 55:22 (NKJV) “Cast your burden on 

the Lord, And He shall sustain you; He shall never permit the righteous to be moved.” But often God uses 

other believers in the body as His agents to carry that burden.  

   Verse 3 begins with “for”. He is saying that if you are guilty of what verse 3 describes, you won’t be 

obeying verse 2 – to bear one another’s burdens and fulfill the law of Christ (the law of love). What verse 

3 describes is a conceited, arrogant person who thinks he or she is above falling and looks down on those 

who do. These people have forgotten what Jesus said in John 15:5b (NKJV) “…without Me you can do 

nothing.” Conceit can often be present with outward morality, but God still sees it as evil. Those who look 

down on those who are carrying heavy burdens – even if their sin brought about the burden, are spiritual 

descendents of the Pharisees.  

   Verse 4 is not easy to interpret. The word “but” is a connective word and thus it has something to do 

with verse 3. He is saying that we must stop seeing ourselves as compared to those who are burdened 

down, often as a result of their own sin. We are to examine ourselves compared to God’s standards in 

every area and not just the area where another has fallen. This verse is saying much the same thing as 2 

Corinthians 10:12 (NKJV) “For we dare not class ourselves or compare ourselves with those who 

commend themselves. But they, measuring themselves by themselves, and comparing themselves among 

themselves, are not wise.” When we obey verse 4, our only boasting will be in the Lord! We will not 

boast in how well we compare with a person burdened down by their sin. 

   Verse 5 seems to contradict verse 2, but on closer examination, it does not. Actually, there are two 

different Greek words used in verse 2 and verse 5. In verse 2, the word means a heavy burden, but in 

verse 5 the word speaks of a normal burden or responsibility. It is a caution that when you lift up the 

person with a heavy burden, don’t let them become dependent on you. Each person must bear their own 

responsibilities. This burden bearing of verse 2 must not degrade into a person becoming lazy and not 

bearing the general obligations of life that we all have.  

C.   Build up One Another (V6) 

   Most commentators interpret this as an admonition to pay the preacher, but I disagree (not with paying 

the preacher, but I disagree that this is what this verse is teaching). There are many other passages that tell 

the church to care for those who labor among them (for example, 1 Corinthians 9:7-14). That doesn’t 

seem to me to fit the context here. The word translated “share” is from the same root as the word 

translated fellowship. No one in the body of Christ should become only a taker or receiver of help. The 

one who is under such great burden in verse 2, is to take responsibility for the ordinary burdens of life 

(V5) and look for others to share the Word with – even the ones who shared with them. [Example of lady 

I led to Christ, who came to my hospital room and read some Psalms to me after surgery]. 

CONCLUSION 

   Are you walking in step with the Spirit and thereby walking in fellowship with the other members 

of the body of Christ? 


